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KOLKATA: A year after an audacious attempt to encroach upon Collector Bheri - a 43-bighabheri in East Kolkata Wetlands was foiled by the administration following a sustained campaign by green activists and TOI, nature has made a triumphant comeback, transforming
the drained waterbody into a resplendent habitat for birds and reptiles.
"All one has to do is give nature a chance. If we keep our hands off, nature will manage itself and restore what's been lost. Amidst all the gloom over
unbridled conversion of wetlands, this stands out as a beacon of hope," said Arjan Basu Roy of Nature Mates, an environment action group that has
helped revive waterbodies in Bikramgarh, Santragachi and Purbasthali.
He was there on the invitation of Public, an NGO that had taken a lead role in saving Collector Bheri, as was EKW Management Authority chief
technical officer Arijit Banerjee who had led the drive to demolish a wall that had been illegally built around the wetland after water was drained out.
Also present were 50 Class IX students of La Martiniere School (girls and boys), all members of the eco-club out on a field visit on the International
Wetland Day.
The Collector Bheri, owned by the government, was used as a fish farm before land sharks prayed on it. Located adjacent to Heritage school and college
in Chowbagha, the large plot would have yielded crores had a real estate project been developed there. Fortunately, a concerted effort foiled the
gameplan and saved the bheri from the brink of conversion.
"Prior to the encroachment, the bheri had sparkling water and the fishermen's cooperative offered joyrides on paddle boats. After the wall was pulled
down, skeptics had written off its revival. In the months that followed, local farmers had started growing leafy vegetables on the fertile bed. But nature
has clawed back, reclaiming the area," Bonani Kakkar of Public explained to the students.
Collector Bheri has acquired a marshy character with hogla or elephant grass and shola or pith plant providing a dense foliage for mongoose, snakes
and monitors to thrive. La Martiniere for Boys student Rishabh Jalan and Prabhav Agarwal spotted a mongoose and a snake. "We had been to the fish
farms along the EM Bypass but this is our first exposure to a naturally managed wetland," said Jalan.
Sanskriti Singh of La Martiniere for Girls managed to click a common kingfisher, certainly not very commonly found in the vicinity. Others spotted
different varieties of kingfisher (white-breasted, pied, stork-billed), bittern (cinnamon, yellow and black), pond heron, cormorant, egret and zitting
cisticola.
Banerjee, who will shortly leave the EKWMA to take over a new assignment, urged students to spare a thought for wetlands when they grew into
positions of importance in a few years.
"The lure of turning waterbodies into real estate goldmine is so strong that it is difficult to save them from disappearing unless we all become
stakeholders. In the case of Collector Bheri, we could take firm action because it was government-owned. But there are many private bheris that are
being filled up despite the presence of enabling laws like the West Bengal Inland Fisheries (Amendment) Act, 1993, and National Environmental Policy,
2006," he pointed out. A huge wetland in Dankuni is faced with such a predicament.
Even as Banerjee spoke, local toughs who had been coordinating the bheri's encroachment did the rounds in a scooter. The incessant sound of
construction activity from all around was a constant reminder of the threat that Collector Bheri still faces. But whenever the noise ceased for a few
seconds, sweet sound of chirping birds filled the air.
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